Notice for SMART Onboarding
For Franchise Training Centres (TCs) to Training Partners (TPs)

Deadline 3rd November 2017

For Franchise Training Centers to Note:

That as per the Notice issued on 31st August 2017, the Franchise based Training Centres (TC) who had received provisional targets on 23rd Aug 2017 and 4th Sep 2017 were given a mandate to convert from TC to a Training Partner (TPs).

In order to facilitate this conversion process, NSDC organized facilitation camps across the country (from 14th Sep to 21st Sep 2017), where the queries of the TCs related to the conversion process were addressed. Dedicated help desks were set up for this process which facilitated calls and emails to assist the TCs for onboarding on SMART portal. A time frame of 45 days from the notice date was given to these TCs to convert them into TPs or TP-owned TC. This information with timelines was also communicated during the facilitation camps.

As of 25th October 2017, 2,087 TCs out of 2,666 TCs have been onboarded on SMART. The remaining TCs have been reminded through phone calls and email communication to complete the onboarding process on SMART. The TCs who haven’t completed the conversion process are advised to do so on or before 3rd November 2017 as the TC-TP conversion process shall be closed on the said date.

PS: For TC-TP Conversion process please refer to the Notice dated 26 October 2017 posted herewith https://www.nsdcindia.org/New/news-events
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